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I. Phantoms  

The phantom announced his arrival exactly on December 12 one of those years, the day of the Virgin of 

Guadalupe, the green divine that extends her arms would bring him, would go to Calafía, the amazonic 

queen to announce her the selling of his homes in El Paso, Tx. They would observe him, they would read 

without restrictions, outside of limits. Six long months without knowing from him, a bloody fight was 

building inside me, continued. The blame, the unrest, of having converted him into a committed man, 

transforming him into an intellectual, macho, free, eagle, he kept the reunion. 

 

I was in Puebla in front of Marisol, we had attended the son’s wedding with you, the wedding illusion, 

witnesses of happiness of others sharing the good doing the good talking, we were going to perfect the 

moment. Photos, red walls, high culinary flavors, small hall, great friendships, people dressed Cholula 

style, a judge with a nun mustache face, reading the marriage conditions, assuring that the man on his 

own  would be unhappy, unsatisfied, - earth is full of temptations-. Said the judge. The couple should 

remained together in order to sustain the laws, the couple institution, fulfill the species, the church 

involved one hundred percent in the marriage license, the state dominated by so much patronal 

humbug. 

 

The ceremony was short and eternal at the same time, the judge with lesbian attitude, just returned 

from the isle, (smelled blocks away before her arrival), did not maintain eye contact with the audience, 

she was going to engage the couples’ hands, the religion, the fear, the paper bonded to time on earth, -



paperwork, just paperwork- said the bride, but her tremendous smile of satisfaction, of a pregnant 

woman that traps a husband, betrays her, she tossed herself onto the groom with angelical sweetness, 

kisses him, with her tong covers him with honey, thanks, blesses that her “monos santeros”  gave her 

the providence of getting out of Cuba, and in the way find love in the good venture needed by our 

friend. Him, happy and confounded, staying outside his apartment, planting the seed in his house yard, 

the same as in the Cuban green-eyed blonde’s womb, in her dream of being wife and mother, free, out 

of the island she loved and missed so much tied inside herself.  We were impressed by her life, her 

appearance, her celestial beauty, her dreaming gaze, her transparent yellow crystal fingers, ready to 

program another life for our best friend Tomás, being her a computer programmer. The secretive codes 

were taking their course. Ladies read backwards, men kick the ball toward hell, ladies antagonize 

friends, open and close doors among irremediable games. 

 

Marisol hurries her steps during our presence in the marriage, she needed to see houses and rent one. 

During the day she looked at newspaper, at night she dreamed; she saw a house, then another, and next 

day another one. The phantom sold her soul among the souls in the parallel streets, the house escaped; 

Marisol rented the one next to the newlyweds, so her family would be close to them and far away from 

the Ciudad Juarez horror that now gestates cosmic women and men. Humans who have been forced to 

reinvent their structures and return to the Being. 

 

After taking care of her parents accommodations in Puebla, Marisol burns and craves hamburgers. We 

went to El Fogoncito en Cholula. At the same time, the phantom’s text messages harassed reality on my 

cell phone, the electronic phantom, the fake man, my man, there up high, because down here he 

belonged to another woman. We ate face to face. Women of resigned grimaces share a man. I ordered a 



juicy red meat and red wine, she order her cheeseburger, bacon and avocado. I was dreaming of the 

phantom on a bus on the way to the airport headed to the Book Fair in Guadalajara. Months later I 

would take another bus towards 1925 when we were lovers during an epoch of revolts. Years later we 

would be in the same wars, stones, guns, churches, prayers, attires, places, erect serpent’s creations; 

peace protests in Cuernavaca, him, myself and the border, with no limits. Juarez at war, the nightmares 

returned, appeared in the beheaded man at Puente al Revés, then at the soccer game where heads 

were worthless. Where madness reaches this century’s woman and she asks to die, in exchange she gets 

a golden threads pen, spin her neuron webs, uses totems, rescues her race’s golden tone, and loses the 

fears when the witch removes the black-yellow ribbon tied to her head.   

 

Those, the meat, the red wine, the twin cities, the time machine, the memories, the housed, the virgin 

and the dreams entered into the love sphere, the rose sphere, purple, white. A story over several was 

sighted by the two enormous oval eyes without eyelashes, wandered above the clouds, flew without the 

birds’ wings, they were able to see the blue fire of the scenes. My ailing body hold the gobbet pleasure 

in the time. The wine consecrated in my blood, running at full vapor, enjoying molding on this mortal; 

those moments were unique, especial, spaced, they reoccurred once or twice a month. Lucy was the 

loyal witness, my beloved Lucy.  At times the phantom appeared, arriving to see the culinary pleasure 

moment, the typical orgasm of the mortals that enjoy recreating themselves, taking refuge in a micro 

cosmos that saves them from war, injustice, outside terror, created by other micro cosmoses that ignore 

themselves, disrupt, hate, threat and limit themselves. Terrors that require protests, more war in search 

of peace.  

 



I was looking for Lucy inside El Fogoncito, when Marisol with her desolate temper, her ties, her 

entanglements I clamed being an expert, savvy.  She hates me but in the end she hates herself. 

 

-You think you know it all, that you are perfect, you do not know how much I have tolerated you, that’s 

why I follow you up to here, by tolerance- she exclaimed loudly, unsheathing the brown red sword, from 

the hamburger appeared that black dead fly, crushed by the tumbling meat; she took it off, showed it, 

took it to the side and continued with her big bites to the triple meat. - Gross-. 

 

I was forced to step down the purple sphere, let loose the serpent’s hand, just when I had cut three 

pieces of meat and swallowed three sips of wine when restrained ire blinded Marisol when showing the 

repugnant insect. The eyes filtering the clouds, followed us persistently, elevated, perfect. Lucy was 

about to possess my soul, several night ago entered my house while I was sleeping placidly, asked me to 

comfortably lie on the Luis XV brown couch, she was clear, serpent with a woman’s face, I remember 

she wanted to kiss me but in exchange I loaned her my golden pen; ho no, she promised powers, she 

was unsociable, made me slave among crucifixes, I was prostrated by suffering, exhausted among 

blames. I knew how to be macho, the worst of all; reached my drams, lacerated my clitoris and at dawn 

my baster man left in search of other destinies. Marisol had it coiled around her stomach, she needed 

help, she needs help. 

 

Dear Marisol, I am not with you for tolerance, just for love. You carry one, I thought, returned to the 

Being state, near Marisol’s body, but completely away from that, who when trapped by the 



manipulation figurine transpired the stench proper of the controlling devil, a kind of pig stink rubbed 

with  its own dung. The game just started, 1. 

 

The Mayas proudly presented the life illusion, the reality of the other images that lie dead in each of us, 

in some place inside our “psique”. And while the cosmos connected these parallel realities facilitated by 

our ancestors, already in this world, in the adventure, in this third dimension, the mind started the fight, 

the irremediable interior war.- It is Marisol’s blame, you are perfect, beautiful – whispered Lucy. –You 

should not see that married man, get away-. 

 

At the same time, the mind brought colors of possible engaged men, it loved obstacles. The married 

man and I conversing on the couches of some bar, forgetting the clock, abandoned of rules and 

enclosures in lines, circles and squares of the mind, kissing eternity, the infinite surrounded by truth and 

certainty. The mind game was tired, the head’s echoes, my boyfriend recent abandonment, the year 

with the same things over again, Marisol and the others dragging the loads, the heavy and boring loads. 

Millenary games that yell for transmutation. 

 

I decided to allow the surroundings speak, it was much more interesting to compare the minute’s 

dreams and thoughts with the spontaneous events, like the signs, the cars’ colors, the people’s 

conversations, those meals that you see and walking in each corner reading the unconsciousness. 

Marisol was driving a green pickup truck, - synchronies and progressions-, I thought. There in Oaxaca a 

pickup truck will bring her trouble. The truck continues its turning and to my right I saw a tremendous 

bill board announcing a “Salvador” that is coming. Pff, the name of my bastard ex-boyfriend. I bundled 



up my hair that was overwhelming my neck with heat. I held it up pretty well with a clip resulting in a 

bun, that, when Salvador saw it he used to call me La Corregidora de Querétaro. At the same time we 

passed a preparatory school called Josefa Ortíz de Domínguez. Visions were dictated by the eyes, -

México’s future was a Corregidora-, of course, the first female presidential candidate, Josefina. We 

certainly need to erase ourselves, we need the cosmic woman in power, it is urgent start all over again. 

Serpentine reflections-, I reproached myself. 


